Preschool and early school education of migrants and minorities in Poland. Teachers’ competences in the light of regulations and practice
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Abstract. According to Polish Constitution all children, regardless of their nationality and legal status, have the right to education, and the obligation to study up to the age of 18 [1]. So far there have been no comprehensive solutions to support kindergartens and schools, as well as teachers and educators who are not prepared to work with children of different cultures, especially children with little or no knowledge of Polish language. Although Poland is still a relatively homogeneous from the ethnic and religious point of view, and ethnic minorities account for 2.5-3% (about 1-1.2 million) of the population, number of foreigners living in Poland makes their education an increasing challenge. The paper is divided into two sections. The first one is an overview of the EU regulations as well as national legal provisions concerning education of children of the migrant background. The second part discusses challenges and tasks indicated by teachers who work with students of foreign origin. They involve not only adjusting the teaching content to intercultural requirements, but also, more broadly, adaptation of working methods to specific needs of various participators of educational process. Work in such circumstances forces teachers and school management to seek new solutions and, above all, to acquire or develop new, intercultural competences.
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1 Introduction

An increasing number of migrant pupils in European schools has implications for education systems. In the first instance, schools must be adjusted to their presence and take into consideration their particular needs, from the point of view of an equal right to education.
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and its high quality. These conditions are vital for effective education, which is able to provide these pupils with instruments necessary to become integrated, successful and productive citizens of the host country.

2 Migrant and Minority Education in the European Union Law

According to the Green Paper by the Commission of the European Communities on Migration & Mobility, describing challenges and opportunities for EU education systems, a broad concept of the term “migration” should be adopted. Taking it into account, the terms “children from a migrant background”, “children of migrants” and “migrant pupils” refer to “the children of all persons living in an EU country where they were not born, irrespective of whether they are third country nationals, citizens of another EU Member State or subsequently became nationals of the host Member State” [2]. The reason of such an attitude is that the specific educational issues might be applied to a significant number of individuals. Moreover, the data that exemplify these issues do not distinguish between the countries of origin, whether their citizens come from the EU member states or from the third countries [3].

In this context one must remember that these are Member States that are responsible for establishing general educational aims and policies. Nevertheless, the challenges of migrants’ integration and education are common. An analysis of implementation of the Education and Training 2010 Work Programme proves an existing educational disadvantage of many migrant pupils. It particularly concerns the need of reducing the gaps in educational attainment between migrant pupils and other host peers as well as in the performance and scoring in such areas as science, mathematics and reading [4].

The European Union has already undertaken several different types of activities which impact, directly or indirectly, Member States’ policies regarding these issues. The actions related to the issue comprise of: National Contact Points, the European Fund for the Integration of Third-country Nationals, aimed at facilitating integration measures for migrant youth and children. In addition, the Recommendation of the European Parliament and the Council on “Key Competences for Lifelong Learning” of 2006 lists the attitudes, knowledge and skills necessary to facilitate personal fulfilment and development, active citizenship, social inclusion and employment in modern Europe. Such competences as Social and Civic Competences and Cultural Awareness are particularly relevant for developing national educational approaches [5].

One of the most important instruments in this field is Directive 77/486/EEC on the education of the children of migrant workers. According to the Directive’s provisions, “Member States shall ensure that free tuition to facilitate initial reception is offered in their territory [to the children of migrant workers], including, in particular, the teaching of the official language or one of the official languages of the host State”, and “Member States shall in cooperation with the States of origin, take appropriate measures to promote in coordination with normal education, teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the country of origin” [6]. The impact of the Directive however is limited, as it allows some flexibility in the way these aims are achieved, and the Member States have all developed their own approaches to the teaching migrant children.

The issue of educating the children of migrants has also been addressed by the European Parliament in the Resolution of 2009. The Parliament, among others, “ Calls on the Member State governments to ensure education for the children of legal migrants, including the teaching of the official languages of the host country and the promotion of their native languages and cultures” [7]. This institution also believes that preserving and promoting multilingualism must be a part of every school’s curriculum, and language-learning should be encouraged from pre-school age to promote inclusion of migrants. The place given to
teaching in the mother tongue within the curriculum and the organisation of this process must be however left to the Member States [8].

Projects related to intercultural education, school integration of migrant pupils and social inclusion for disadvantaged youth are supported in the framework of the Erasmus+ Programme (2014-2020), while Cohesion Policy, via the Structural Funds - in particular the European Social Fund - support social inclusion projects and measures at national and regional level.

3 Migrant and Minority Education in Polish Education System

In Poland, challenges and dilemmas concerning education of the children of migrants remain limited, as the country - from the national and cultural point of view - is a distinctively homogenous one. The groups of various cultural and national backgrounds are as follows:

1. National minorities: Belarusians, Czechs, Lithuanians, Armenians, Russians, Germans, Ukrainians, Jews, Slovaks;
2. Ethnic minorities: Roma, Lemkos, Tatars, Karais;
3. Children of migrants and refugees with different statuses of residence, i.e. tolerated stay, temporary protection, subsidiary protection;
4. Children of repatriates.

In 1990s, there were almost no students of migrant background in Polish schools. The problem began to grow with an increasing number of people applying for a refugee status. Since 2000, intensified immigration of Chechen refugees to Poland has been observed. This situation forced development of new systemic and legal solutions.

An institutional and legal framework for the education of children of migrants in the Polish system is established by the Act on the Education System [9], and the Regulation on Admission of non-Polish citizens to public kindergartens, schools, teacher education establishments and institutions and organizations of additional Polish language learning, additional compensatory activities and learning the language and culture of the country of origin [10]. In case of students with undetermined legal status, the right to education derives from the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 1997, guaranteeing everyone the right to education, and from international commitments, including above all the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of the Child [11].

What is noteworthy, an amendment of the Act on the Education System of 2009 states that persons who are subject to compulsory education but are not Polish citizens and do not speak Polish or their level of speaking is insufficient to learn, have the right for an additional, free course of Polish, organized by a school authority, namely a commune, which is the smallest administrative district in Poland. The Act on the education system also includes provisions on organizing additional compensatory activities of individual teaching subjects, which are organized by the school authority as well, lasting no longer than 12 months. Non-Polish nationals subject to compulsory education who do not speak Polish at all or speak it at an insufficient level, have the right to be assisted by a person who speaks the language of their country of origin. Such a person is employed as a teacher’s assistant by a school principal and this sort of support is also granted for maximum 12 months [12].

Polish legal acts concerning the education system are also addressed to national and ethnic minorities, as well as to the communities using the regional language [13]. These provisions are more detailed than those devoted to the pupils of migrant background. The reason of such an attitude are different educational aims of the mentioned groups. In case of migrant children, the goal is to provide them with the most effective instruments of assimilation and inclusion. Therefore, preserving the language and culture of origin becomes mostly the matter of parents and family members. Moreover, migrant groups in
Poland, as it was mentioned, are not numerous and usually dispersed – those who live in the refugee centres usually also represent different nationalities. Under such circumstances, opening courses of the language of origin or suitable cultural activities might be complicated from the organisational and financial point of view. On the contrary, in case of national and ethnic minorities in Poland, the aim is to preserve the linguistic and cultural diversity, as well as to sustain their sense of distinct identity.

The European Commission pursues an active policy to protect and support regional and minority languages in Europe. This is the main instrument of promoting multilingualism in the united Europe, based on the provisions of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which states that the Union respects cultural, religious and linguistic diversity [14]. The European Parliament, in its resolution of 2009 on multilingualism, stresses the importance of the languages of national and ethnic minorities used in Europe [15]. This issue was also undertaken by the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages of 2003, which was signed and adopted by the Republic of Poland.

Effective implementation of these rights depends on diverse legal solutions, taking into account special educational needs manifested by the minority pupils. The Constitution of the Republic of Poland is the basic law regulating the sphere of rights and freedoms of national and ethnic minorities in Poland. Constitutional principles are supplemented by the Act of 2005 on national and ethnic minorities and the regional language.

Other executive acts relating to organization of the education system for children of national and ethnic minorities and those who use a regional language are: 1) Regulation of the Minister of National Education of 2009 on the admission of pre-school education programs and curricula in schools and for the use of school textbooks (in the development and use of textbooks for children and young people of national and ethnic minority groups and using regional languages); 2) Regulation of the Minister of National Education of 2007 on the conditions and manner of assessing, classifying and promoting pupils and students, and carrying out examinations of children and youth from national and ethnic minorities and using regional languages; 3) Regulation of the Minister of National Education of 2001 on requirements for the performance of examinations of children and adolescents from national and ethnic minorities and using regional languages.

This education primarily includes the ability to maintain the sense of identity. At the request of parents, this can be accomplished in separate groups, units or schools, or in groups, units or schools with additional language, history and culture classes. In this case, the inter-departmental group, composed of students of different units, must comprise of at least 7 students in elementary and lower secondary school, and 14 students in upper secondary school. Taking into account organization of the teaching process in combined classes, there should be at least 3 but not more than 14 students. Inter-school teaching groups are also applicable [16].

From the legal and practical point of view, recognition and meeting of educational rights of migrants and minorities in Poland might be also considered on the basis of special educational needs. International origins of this term may be found in the UNESCO Salamanca Statement and Framework for Action on Special Needs Education of 1994. According to its provisions, “Every child has unique characteristics, interests, abilities and learning needs; Education systems should be designed and educational programmes implemented to take into account the wide diversity of these characteristics and needs” [17].

In Polish education system, identification and satisfaction of the individual developmental and educational needs of a pupil, as well as their individual psychophysical abilities form a prerequisite for providing them with psychological and pedagogical assistance [18]. Among the origins of special educational needs, Polish Ministry of National Education indicates: disability, social maladjustment, specific aptitudes, specific learning difficulties, disorder of linguistic communication, chronic disease, crisis or
traumatic situation, adaptive difficulties related to cultural differences or changes in the educational environment resulting, for example, from earlier learning abroad. The last category may be perceived as a useful instrument of effective fulfillment of the needs of children with migrant backgrounds.

Overcoming learning difficulties that result from varied conditions, and adjusting the learning environment to individual developmental characteristics and capabilities of the group of students in question may concern the objectives, content, or methods used in the education process, as well as the organizational forms or teaching resources. These requirements could be hardly met without a wide range of assistance provided to the teachers by the psychological and pedagogical counselling centres. Professionals, who are employed in such institutions, recognize individual developmental and educational needs and psychophysical capabilities of children and adolescents. Another area of support for teachers is the planning and implementation of education and career counseling along with the development of student’s interests and talents. Psychological and pedagogical counselling cooperates also with kindergartens, schools and institutions in provision and organization of psychological and pedagogical assistance, development and implementation of individual educational and therapeutic programs as well as individual programs of revalidation and education [19].

The main limitation of this solution is that in the first instance it is addressed to disabled or socially maladjusted pupils. Children from migrant backgrounds demand a more complex and more flexible attitude, depending on their individual situation. One of the instruments used in work with the migrant children is support of the cultural aide. Provisions of the Act on the education system enable to employ a person who speaks the language of the student’s country of origin, and Polish schools have the opportunity to finance their employment from public funds. However, the cultural aides are employed on average in the framework of the school project implemented by non-governmental organizations. This situation often results in the lack of interest from the school authorities, namely the communes. The education subsidy received from the state budget is insufficient, and they must provide the financing from their own budget.

The competencies and responsibilities of such a professional are rather the matter of everyday practice than detailed legal regulations [20]. A cultural aide should demonstrate knowledge of Polish and the language spoken by the students under their care. Moreover, the ability to establish a fine contact with the child and the competence in interpersonal communication, ability to deal with difficult situations, knowledge of the culture of the pupils’ country of origin, including cultural differences between Polish culture and the culture of origin are regarded as essential [21]. Scope of duties of a cultural aide is also based on expectations of class teachers, school principals and other teachers. Generally, it should include cooperation with teachers, parents and direct assistance to the child [22].

4 Interculturalism in Polish School

In many cases, especially taking into consideration the increasing number of migrants, such solutions may turn out to be insufficient. For this reason, one of the most important diversity support strategy within the school environment is building the professional capacity of the teaching staff. The teachers’ role is to effectively influence students through the art of social communication. The teacher (…) should shape in their pupils the sense of value and openness to the emerging “otherness” [23].

For this reason, teachers should continually improve their qualifications including intercultural competences. They should pay particular attention to:

1. Basic knowledge concerning the psychological situation of the migrant child and its family, including the consequences of being refugee and migrant;
2. Skills to understand the consequences of using stereotypes, anti-bias and
discrimination skills; skills of the equal treatment of all pupils, while tactfully
supporting those children who need to be included in education process;
3. Knowledge of cultural differences, and the manner they affect the pupil’s behaviour;
understanding the behaviour of a pupil, which may result not only from their
individual characteristics, but also from the culture of the country of origin;
4. Reliable cultural knowledge about the origins of pupils, including the most important
traditions and customs, the most important holidays, cultural taboos, ways of behaving – for example, respecting specificity of education in the country of origin, roles of
women, men and children;
5. Knowledge of existing legislation concerning various groups, such as refugees,
migrants ethnic and national minorities, their rights and obligations, count of these
groups;
6. Basic knowledge of acculturation, including: adaptation strategies, cultural stress,
culture shock, cultural adaptation, intercultural communication challenges – verbal
and nonverbal;
7. Ability to adapt materials to the needs and capabilities of migrant children, including
the use of individualized methods [24].

The expected model is integration intended to build a common society rather than
separate particular groups and marginalize them. However, it must be emphasized that it
should be based on the multiculturalism concept, not on simple assimilation. Hence,
teachers are expected to be competent in four key areas:
1. Intercultural knowledge;
2. Sensitivity and openness to others and cultural differences (ability of modeling
specific situations of responding to cultural differences, creating intergenerational
relations standards and building trust and sincere relations with parents);
3. Appropriate attitudes and behaviours resulting from the teacher’s familiarization with
their pupils’ cultural differences;
4. Language competence and linguistic skills necessary for effective communication
with the children of minority or migrant background [25].

As the research proves, the teachers’ attitude towards migrant pupils, described by
themselves demonstrates ambivalence. On one hand, they declare fear and sense of
insecurity, on the other – enthusiasm and willingness to work with foreign students. These
attitudes are accompanied by lack of orientation in the specificity of the problems that
teachers are supposed to face. As for their competencies, they estimate their level as very
low, declaring lack of knowledge and skills, and inadequate preparation for this sort of
assignments. When asked to describe their competencies in a more detailed way, the
teachers point out a low level of knowledge on cultural diversity and experiences of the
migrant children; they also mention insufficient knowledge of foreign languages, lack of
knowledge on the problems of the migrants and refugees and rather poor skills in
cooperation with parents of different cultural background. Teachers also stress the lack of
knowledge on regulations concerning education of the foreign pupils, as well as insufficient
preparation for work with culturally heterogeneous group [26].

Other research (carried out by the authors) confirms the pointed data. The research was
performed in 2017 in urban primary schools that educate children of refugees, migrants and
minorities children. The selection of research area was based on the urban character of the
phenomenon of intercultural migration and on occurrence of high cultural diversity in these
schools. Women predominated in the study group. The study was carried out in 50 schools.
However, the sex parity was changing noticeably as they moved in the hierarchy: almost
every fifth manager and every eighth teacher was a man. Long-term work experience was
dominant in a group of teachers.
In the group of school educators there was a greater variation in length of service. When it comes to principals, most of them have short-term work experience. Questionnaires included among others questions related to the issues such as the problems and the need of children of minorities in the institution, the problems and needs connected with working with these students, the concerns of working with parents of these children, the opportunities and needs and resulting from working with these children, assessment of own competencies and skills in working with these children, training needs.

In the researched schools, there were 58 students in total (foreigners, children of minorities), 28 girls and 32 boys. In most schools, there were individual pupils or small groups of them (up to 6). Both the principals and the teachers describe presence of a foreign or a minority child at school as a challenge. The principals showed a friendlier attitude towards the presence of foreign children or migrants children at school than teachers. Teachers described presence of those children more as a problem than an opportunity.

Respondents stressed the need to develop solutions to compensate program differences (in relation to migrants children). Cognitive values were pointed most often as a positive aspect of the presence of foreign children and migrant children. The most frequently reported negative impact of the presence of immigrant children and minority children was the unfavorable influence of these children on interpersonal relationships within the group. The most common social problems arising from attendance of migrants and minorities children were conflicts based on cultural differences, racist behavior, xenophobic behavior, intolerant behavior and exclusion of these children. The most important needs of multicultural education teachers were integration of children, adapting the work to specifics of the foreign and migrants children, the need to improve intercultural competences. Teachers also point to the need to contact a psychologist in the context of working in multicultural environment. A large majority of respondents emphasized lack of support from school and of other forms of aid. Most teachers indicated that there should be more classes of Polish for foreign students. The study clearly shows the need and teachers’ willingness to participate in trainings and workshops on multicultural issues. The majority of the respondents do not know the specifics and characteristics of work in a multicultural environment. Nearly half of the respondents are unaware of the specificities of working in such an environment, and they are not aware of the needs of culturally diverse children. Teachers perceive differences in the behavior of migrant and minority children, take actions aimed at integrating such children with the group, but they do not feel that they have sufficient competences, which makes working in the multicultural environment stressful for them.

The guidance counsellors seem to be most inadequately prepared for work with migrant pupils – due to the specificity of their professional tasks, their everyday contact with the students is limited, they are concentrated on the formal aspects of their work, and they have only occasional contact with the parents. Another problem mentioned is lack of knowledge on migration processes, the problems and challenges that occur in the broad societal context. Last but not least – limited opportunities of professional development in this field. It is partly caused by the ad hoc actions and temporary projects used as the most popular tool for preparing a teacher to work with children from a migrant background. The latter problem is accompanied by the lack of effective supervision and certification of the competences acquired [27].

5 Conclusion

These attitudes and beliefs confirm that development of suitable teacher training programs is a vital condition for effective education of migrants, which results in their further integration and consistency of the entire society. Although every initiative in the field of professional teacher preparation for work with foreigners might be useful, one-day or short
courses on diversity or non-discrimination issues are not a sufficient measure. Similarly to
temporary projects, they do not lead to significant improvement of the teachers’
performance. Poland has 5 public and 8 non-public higher education institutions dedicated
to educating future teachers. Besides, there are a number of academic and non-academic
institutions offering bachelor and master degrees in education. An analysis of their
education proves that none of them provide programs or courses devoted to preparing to
work in a culturally diverse environment. There are few institutions dedicated to special
educational needs, as they are rather focused on work with disabled or socially maladjusted
students, thus the gap existing in the Polish teacher education.

The most probable explanation for this situation is obviously a limited need of such
initiatives due to Polish demographical specificity. However, it should be kept in mind that
in the era of globalization and freedom of movement within EU, the social and educational
institutions must be comprehensively prepared for the inflow of migrants and refugees,
particularly taking into account the current political and economic crises. For these reasons
the point of view expressed by the European Policy Network on the education of children
and young people with a migrant background (SIRIUS) should be perceived as the most
adequate. According to the SIRIUS report, “Teacher training programs that take diversity
as a starting point and integrate the topic into the curricula of all courses – and address it
from all perspectives – prepare teachers to become experts in the topic, capable of helping
students from migrant backgrounds to achieve their full potential” [28], in favour of the
host society as a whole.
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